Sealed quotations are invited from enlisted companies of the college for purchasing of Assembled PC having the system configuration mentioned below:

**Item 1**

**Assembled PC-Configuration:**
- Core i3 4th Generation Processor
- Asus 85 Series Motherboard
- 4 GB DDR3 (1600 FSB) RAM, make Kingston
- iBall Cabinet
- 1 TB Hard disk (Make Seagate)
- Microsoft Keyboard and Mouse
- 18.5” LED Monitor (Make Dell)

**Item 2**

**Assembled PC-Configuration:**
- Dual Core Processor G2030
- Asus 61 Series Motherboard
- 4 GB DDR3 (1600 FSB) RAM, make Kingston
- iBall Cabinet
- 1 TB Hard disk (Make Seagate)
- Microsoft Keyboard and Mouse
- 18.5” LED Monitor (Make Dell)

**Item 3**

External DVD Writer Slim (Make LG)

**Item 4**

Operating System: Windows 7 64 bit professional

The quotations must be addressed to the Principal, Vidyasagar College, attention Head of the Department, Computer Science and submitted in the drop box located at 39, Sankar Ghosh Lane before 4th December, 2015.

---

Sealed quotations are invited from enlisted companies of the college for purchasing of some items as mentioned below:

**Item 1:** An assembled kit consisting of 8085 microprocessor chip along with PPI 8255 chip, having ports for interfacing purpose. The power supply (SMPS +5v DC) required for the operation of the kit, as a separate unit will be preferable.

Moreover, as an added preference, the power cord jacks of the power supplied must be so provided, as to they fit into assembled microprocessor kits of any make.

**Item 2:** Antivirus for 20 PC

The quotations must be addressed to the Principal, Vidyasagar College, attention Head of the Department, Computer Science and submitted in the drop box located at 39, Sankar Ghosh Lane before 6th December, 2015.

---

Principal